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Asbestos is among the most dangerous pollutants to human health. According to
WHO estimates, it is responsible for more than 107 000 deaths yearly and, currently,
about 125 million people in the world are exposed to asbestos in the workplace.
However, since asbestos has been used in production of a wide variety of everyday
objects, the risk from domestic and environmental exposure is also considered an
issue of major public health concern.

Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma (MPM), a cancer a�ecting the serosal cells of the
pleural cavities, is by far the most unfavorable asbestos-caused disease. In many
western countries asbestos has been banned in the eighties and nineties of the
previous century. Given the peculiarly long latency period, between the exposure to
asbestos and MPM diagnosis, the peak of incidence, in those countries, is expected
to occur not before the end of the present decade. On the other hand, in a signi�cant
part of the world, asbestos is still extracted, traded, and manufactured; thus, the
incidence rates are currently increasing, and the peak is not yet foreseeable.

People with past or current exposure to asbestos need both preventive and medical
attentions. However, the diagnosis is o�en di�cult and when the clinical signs occur
the treatment options are limited, being a late diagnosis one of the factors accounting
for the poor prognosis of MPM.

Both the availability of identi�able cohorts of people at high risk and the long latency
have made this tumor a very intriguing challenge for those researchers interested in
the �eld of biomarkers, also with remarkable impulse in the study of these molecules
in other cancer models. In the last decade a number of potential biomarkers have
been investigated in order to be proposed with di�erent preventive (markers of
early diagnosis) or clinical purposes (diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment response
monitoring). �e research on biomarkers in MPM has also triggered experimental
investigation on some of these antigenic molecules as novel target for immune-
therapy in MPM as well as other cancers.

We invite authors to contribute original research articles as well as review articles
that can bring the attention of the scienti�c community on this issue. In particular,
we encourage the sending of scienti�c articles that, through the biomolecular study of
mesothelioma pathogenesis, have highlighted new potentially adoptable molecules
as biomarkers of early diagnosis. In addition, we encourage the authors to report on
this special issue of this journal of the most recent experimental evidence in favour
of the use of new or already known biomarkers from any biological matrices (blood,
urine, etc.), in either clinical or preventive �eld.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Studies on the pathogenesis of the tumor, especially those discovering
molecules that can be potential candidate as novel biomarkers in early
diagnosis
Studies on the role of new or already known molecules as diagnostic
biomarkers
Studies on the role of new or already known molecules as prognostic
biomarkers
Studies on the role of new or already known molecules as biomarkers of
disease monitoring a�er chemotherapy, surgery, and so on
Studies on the role of new or already known molecules as target for immune
therapy
Studies assessing the role of new or already known molecules as biomarkers
of previous asbestos exposure
Studies on the potential of one or the combination of more molecules as
biomarkers of screening in cohorts of workers previously exposed to asbestos

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/dm/rbmpm/.
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